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Overall I had a good time at National Conference- it was great to meet so many people so 

passionate about student politics and about social justice in general. There were a few 

things, though, that concerned me both about both the delegates and NUS as an 

organisation.  

Having attended National Conference as a Further Education student, it was a shame to see 

how isolated they still feel within the movement, even when the President is a former FE 

Student herself. It was also slightly worrying to see how many people are still NUS officers 

three years on, which shows how removed 'student politics' from actual student experience.  

I was also concerned by how important popularity is in elections- not in terms of running a 

strong campaign and gaining support, but in terms of running backed by factions so strong 

that campaigning hardly seems necessary. I am sure these candidates have worked hard to 

be where they are, but this kind of factionality discourages delegates from thinking critically, 

and I'm sure discourages strong candidates from running. This kind of culture also 

discourages students who do not have prior experience of the NUS, or who are not able or 

willing to dedicate a significant amount of time to networking with more powerful activists 

within the NUS. Of course those who dedicate time should be appreciated, but this is not 

realistic to the experience of the average student.  

My final and perhaps greatest concern is the frankly ridiculous hypocrisy that runs deep in 

the NUS. Whilst access arrangements were carefully made to make the experience of 

speaking less intimidating, speakers with views that deviated from the general consensus 

were openly booed and ridiculed. After some controversial comments in the closing speech, 

a very large group of delegates gathered outside to scream and chant their dissent, 

seemingly completely unaware of the fear and anxiety they could be causing, particularly as 

they named and rallied against a specific individual.  

In terms of voting, I voted as University of Manchester Students’ Union dictated, where 

applicable, and where not I found myself voting in general with the vast majority, who 

supported virtually every policy proposed. I was unwilling to vote against my beliefs purely 

for the sake of posing opposition, but honestly my attendance at conference, and in fact 

conference in general, seemed like such an echo chamber as to be almost pointless, at least 

where the policy aspects were concerned. It is procedurally impossible to deal with every 

policy submitted, which I completely understand, but it seems pointless to only have time 

for voting on policies which have come top of the priority ballot, and therefore were clearly 

most popular to begin with.  

If University of Manchester is to continue to have a relationship with the NUS, which I 

believe it should, given the behind the scenes support they offer, and the importance of the 

more specific conferences, I feel that we must engage more with the democratic procedures 
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of conference- submitting policies, speaking for or against, etc. It may also be valuable to 

find more avenues to be critical of NUS procedures, and to propose review or change.  

 

 


